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Following is a description of equipment and procedures 
used during this airborne geophysical survey.

A. EQUIPMENT 

l ) Aircraft :

The aircraft is a deHavilland Otter DHC-3^with Canadian 
registration CF-AYR. Thi^ aircraft is a single engine, slow 
speed, high performance type with a gross weight of 8,000 Ibs. 
The aircraft raay be equipped with wheels, skis, or floats, 
as required. Normal survey speed is 100 miles per hour.

E l c c t r o mo c; ne t o met e r ;

The electromagnetic unit type,
ing In-Phase ond Out-of-Phase components of the secondary 
field at a ^frequency of 320 cycles per second. The, unit was 
designed and built by Geoterrex, and carries Serial #1*

A transmitter generates a closely controlled sine wave 
of 320 cps which is amplified and fed to a transmitting coil 
mounted on the starboard wing-tip. This coil is iron cored 
and has vertical windings, with coil axis in the direction 
of flight. The circulating coil power is some 5000 volt 
amperes.

A receiving coil is mounted on the port wing, co-planar 
with, and 62 feet from, the transmitting coil. The voltage 
developed in the receiver coil due to the transmitted field 
is some 300 millivolts. In the absence of external conductors, 
this voltage is cancelled by a reference voltage derived 
directly from the transmitter voltage.

When the aircraft comes within range of a conductor, 
the normal (or primary) field is changed by a secondary field 
and the resultant voltage at the receiver coil is amplified 
and passed on to the EM receiver in the aircraft. This signal 
is filtered and split into one component in-phase and on(T 
component out-oT^pTTaTewith reference
volt a o,Cj, T he signals are then passed through phase-sensitive 
detectors where their amplitudes may be read on meters, or
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recorded on a chart. A system of calibration is included 
so that amplitude of responses (anomalies) may be determined 
in "parts per million" of the primary receiver coil voltage 
prior to cancellation. Noise level of the system due to 
movement of the metal aircraft within the EM field is norrn- 
plly 50 parts per million or less. Significant conductors 
depending on distance and size, will produce anomalies of 
more than 50 parts per million.

The system is also equipped with a receiver noise 
channel operation at a frequency of 268 cps. This channel 
is not susceptible to the electromagnetic response, and is 
affected only by radiated noise such as power and telephone 
lines, and atmospheric discharges. It is frequently useful 
in determining the validity of electromagnetic anomalies.

An accelerometer is also installed and the output 
recorded on the 8-channel recorder. This indicates flexure 
on the aircraft and enables discarding of false anomalies 
which could result from the aircraft motion.

t
Calibration marks are displayed on the eight-channel 

chart, and are approximately 15 millimeters for 200 parts 
per million.

Any anomalies noted are listed in Appendix A of this 
report, indicating position, (fiducial number on the path 
recovery camera), amplitudes, aircraft altitude, magnetic 
relationship if any, relative anomaly rating, and comments 
which may be of significance.

The anomalies are then plotted on the base map in 
coded form, according to the legend accompanying this Appendix, 
Anomaly groups which reflect probable ground conductors are 
circled and numbered. These are described and discussed in 
the report in the context of geophysical and where possible, 
geological significance.

3) Magnetometer;

The magnetometer used is -c^G^o1jjiejtrJLc-s-JlQcVL-G^i803 
Proton Resonance type incorporating a High Performance option. 
Recording times are variable, from
to once per 2 seconds, with respective sensitivities of 2 
gammas to 0.5 gamma,. In normal use readings are obtained
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once per second with a sensitivity of l gamma.

7 i The sensing head is a torvidal coil immersed in a
v ~ '' s pecial hydrocarbon fluid and mounted beneath the port wing.

The magnetometer is a digital readout unit and output 
. is used to drive a paper recorder (Hewlett Packard Model 

5050-B). In addition analogue outputs are fed to the 8- 
channel recorder for direct comparison with the electro 
magnetic results, and to a Hewlett-Packard Model 680 - six 
inch rectalinear strip recorder.

Full scale deflection usually used in mineral surveys 
is 1000 gammas although other sensitivities are available. 
Automatic stepping of the full scale analogue deflection is 
incorporated. Recordings made on the paper tape are the 
values of the total field intensity.

Contouring of results is accomplished as desired. 

4) Spectrometer;

An Exploranium DGRS-1000 spectrometer is normally 
carried on the Otter, along with a sensing head containing 
three 6" x 4" Sodium Iodide crystals.

This is a four channel differential gamma-ray unit 
measuring energy levels of potassium 40, bismuth 214 thallium 
208 plus total count.

Time constants and full scale ranges are variable and 
are selected to suit the conditions and background of the 
survey area.

Depending on requirements of the survey, one or more 
channels may be recorded on the eight channel recorder.

Data presentation, if required, is usually in the 
form of plotted anomalies showing channel intensities and 
aircraft altitude. Contour maps of one or more channels 
may be produced in special circumstances.

5) Altimeter;

The altimeter is a GAR Model 10 wide band radar type.

ltd.



One unit is carried on each wing. The output from the alti 
meter recorded on the eight channel recorder. The recording 

' , is linear and normally covers from 50 feet to 300 feet, or 
V ~ 25 feet per major division,

6) Camera;

The camera used for path recovery is a Hulcher contin 
uous strip 35 millimeter type. It can accommodate 400 ft. 
lengths of film, good for some 250 line miles of survey. It 
is fitted with a special wide angle lens for low level work.

Fiducial numbers and markers are impressed on the 
film and controlled by the intervalometer.

7) In ter valo meter t

This is a Geoterrex Model X-l solid state unit which 
derives triggering from the magnetometer. Basic fiducial 
pulses are provided once for each two magnetometer readings, 
so that in usual operation one fiducial is recorded every 
two seconds. A long pulse is produced once for eve'ry ten 
normal fiducials.

^ ^) These fiducial marks are impressed on the path recov- 
""""' cry film, the eight channel recorder, the Hewlett Packard 

Model 680 recorder and the digital printer in order to 
identify and locate geophysical records with ground positions.

8) Eight Channel Recorder;

This recorder is a Gulton Industries Model TR-888. 
Records are made on heat sensitive paper of 16 inch width. 
Each channel has a width of 1,6 inches* Individual signal 
processors are included for each channel, selected according 
to requirements for each channel to be recorded.

Normal chart speed is 5.0 inches per minute giving 
a horizontal scale of approximately 1000 feet per inch,

A typical chart record is included with this appendix.
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B. PROCEDURES

1) Photo Lay downes;

Prior to undertaking of the survey, air photos of the 
area are obtained from which a photo laydown is produced, to 
an appropriate scale, usually l" ^ 1320 feet. Proposed lines 
are drawn on the laydown, in the appropriate direction and . 
line spacing. These "flight-strips" are then used by the 
air crew for navigating the airplane visually along the 
proposed lines. This photo 1'aydown is also used to produce 
the subsequent base maps.

2) Aircraft Operation;

The air crew consists of pilot, co-pilot (or naviga 
tor) and equipment operator. The aircraft is flown along
the proposed lines at an o li^i^d^jjJ^^sj^Sm^iS^LmLS^u using the 
flight strips for navigation. Altitudes in excess of 300 
feet are generally considered too high for effective pene 
tration.

The operator records lines, direction of flight and 
starting and finishing fiducial numbers on a flight log. 
Equipment is normally left on during the whole of the 
survey flight, while the intervalometer is turned on only 
for the actual survey line. Thus, the appearance of fid 
ucial marks on the charts indicates the extent of the survey 
line.

i

3) Field Reduction;

Upon completion of the flight, the film is developed 
and the actual path of the aircraft is plotted on the photo 
laydown. This is accomplished by comparing film points 
with the photo. For any given point, the appropriate fid 
ucial number is placed on the photo laydown and the points 
joined to produce the actual flight path.

When field results are desired, anomalies are chosen 
and assigned appropriate fiducial numbers. The anomalies 
are then transferred to their correct position on the photo 
laydown.

l ltd.
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l* 4) Office Reduction:

On completion of the survey, base maps are drawn using 
the photo laydown as a base. Flight lines and fiducial 
numbers are shown on this base map.

In the case of EM or radiometric results the anomalies 
are then plotted on the base map as boxes with symbols re 
presenting anomaly grade or amplitude (as noted on the legend 
accompanying each map). Anomaly "systems" are then outlined 
as conductive zones at which stage geological comparison and 
interpretation may be made.

 *

In the case of magnetic results, the values noted on 
the Moseley chart are transcribed to a work sheet (overlay 
of the base map) after levelling or correcting for heading 
error, diurnal, etc. The values are then contoured on the 
work sheet and then drafted on a copy of the base map.

Since base maps use the photo laydown as a base, all 
geophysical results portrayed may be compared as overlays, 
and all features of interest may be identified on the appro 
priate photo for subsequent ground location.

SURVEY MILEAGES 

Total Survey Mileage

Electromagnetic - 2542.9 line miles (1418.4 line miles with 
line direction N450 E, and 1124.5 with line direction N450 W.)

Magnetometer - 2542.9 line miles. (Contours produced from 
data flown N45 0 E.)

Claim Area Survey Mileage

Electromagnetic Survey: N45 0 E
N450 W

Magnetometer Survey: N450 E 
N45 0 W

7.5 
7.9

7.5 
7.9

Total 15.4 line miles

Total 15.4 line miles

E
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Respectfully submitted,

Don M. Wagg, P.

(l O) ,



c r.nNNAUGHT SHEET
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Zone 4 ' Anomalies 32N-A, 33N-B and 69-D

Zone4A
Anomaly 9S-A

Rating 45,

Roting 30 
C

These zones show weak anomalies but appear to be genuine, 

Zone 4 shows an apparent correlation with a 250 gamma magne 

tic feature/ and ground followup would be warranted on a low
*to medium priority basis. Zone 4A is much less definite and 

diverges east from the magnetic feature. Its followup would 

likely depend on results from investigation of Zone 4.
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NOTES

400'surface rights reservation along the snores of all 
lakes and rivers.

ClaVMap

DAT! OF

ONT, DEPT, OF

LEGEND

PATENTED tAND
PATENTED FOPl SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY
LEASE
LICENSE OF OCCUPATION
CROWN LAW SALES
LOCATED LAND
CANCELLED
MINING RIGHTS ONLY
SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY
HIGHWAY A ROUTS NO.
ROADS
TRAILS
RAILWAYS
POWER LINES
MARSH OR MUSKEG
MINES W
'used only with summer resort locations or whan space la Ihnttad

TOWNSHIP OF

CONNAU
DISTRICT QF

SUDBURY 
LARDER LAKE

MINING DIVISION 
SCALE : 11NCH - 40 CHAINS (1/2 MJLE)

DR. NQ
DATE 12/70

PUN NO.
ONTARIO 

DERBkRTMENT OF
AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS


